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To - The Committee Secretary, Standing Committee on Education, Employment and Youth Affairs, Legislative Assembly 
for the ACT, GPO Box 1020, CANBERRA ACT 2601 

 

Re - Inquiry into the cessation of the Music for Colleges course 

Submission on behalf of members of the ACT Music Educators Network 

The ACT Music Educators Network (“ACTMEN”) is a non-politically aligned collective of Individual Persons, Music 
Organisations and Industry Partners who are jointly concerned for music education in the ACT. They represent school 
teachers, instrumental teachers, conductors, directors, event promoters, institutional educators, musicians, schools,  
educational institutions, community music organisations, music businesses and music retailers. 

ACTMEN believes outcomes for music education in the ACT should be of the highest priority when reflecting on a 
holistic and liberal education for our students. It recognises the intellectual, physical, social, emotional, artistic and 
creative benefits of music when active participation is fostered and a quality curriculum is promoted. This is best 
achieved by facilitating professional conversation, collaboration and professional training of music educators and 
associated stakeholders. 

We feel that it is important to retain as it provides extension for talented music students – like the ANU Secondary 
course does for other subjects and like Performing Arts specialist schools in NSW also provide. 

Long term benefits and outcomes and demand, Programs on offer 

Most students in ACT participating seem to use it as an additional course rather than replacing their college music 
course – ie – they do a double major – one from school and one from ANU. Many colleges they are not able to offer a 
double major option so this is the only way that students can do a double major. 

It allows them to work with students from both government and non government sectors but especially to form 
ensembles that they cannot develop at schools – whilst a violinist can complete a music course at college they would 
not necessarily have the opportunity to play and rehearse with a string quartet as only one or two players in their 
school. Vocalists – many secondary schools do not have a strong choral/vocal option so this is also important for them 
to build an ensemble/choir skill base also not offered as part of their schooling. Jazz – is a specialised skill and can 
provide students with the support of experienced professional musicians in this area of study. 

Teachers based in ACT colleges provided feedback that these students often came back in a leadership type of role 
when they came back to the regular school based music classes – be it repertoire, technique or standard required – 
they were able to share their knowledge and experience with classmates and enrich school based ensembles.  

 

 

 

 



 
 

Short and Medium Term Impact 

A number of teachers in our schools are actually products of the H course - it connected them to UC and allowed them 
to remain in Canberra to complete their studies and then add their teaching qualification and are now teaching here 
– if we continue to lose music students to interstate tertiary institutions we are also narrowing our pool of future 
teachers as they tend not to return. We supply ANU students and they supply our teachers – a strong pathway. As the 
only tertiary music option in the city for our students we have rich fodder that will go elsewhere. 

Teaching Resources 

The ACT Music Educators works closely with the ANU School of Music and has an existing Memorandum of 
Understanding in two areas – annual conference support and also the Year 11 and 12 concert  - ACTcent – featuring 
top level students or groups from each college program – including both classical and jazz H course streams. 

The ACTcent concert is highly valued by college teachers and provides exceptional students from each school with 
performance opportunity on the best music stage in Canberra, support by quality technical staff and encouraged by 
the head of school (in 2018 Kenneth Lampl). He was the MC for the concert, interacted with each student backstage, 
demonstrated some of the teaching areas – eg new recording studio and encouraged their transition options for study 
at ANU in the future. 

The ACTMEN annual  conference has been the recipient of highly quality workshops delivered by experienced ANU 
staff who work in the H course – eg 2018 –  

John Mackey - Turn the Maths into Music - Teaching Jazz Improvisation within the Classroom/Jazz Ensemble Setting – 
An Introduction to composing improvised solos over chord sequences. 

Kenneth Lampl - Mixing and Audio Production Using Logic - Fundamentals of Mixing and Audio Produc�on 

Kenneth Lampl - Garage Band in Practice - Engaging Students Through Music Technology and Loop Based 
Composi�on 
 

This contribution allows our local and regional teachers to connect with our highest music institution and renew their 
skills and continue to build capacity to develop rigorous programs in our schools. 

 

The Association is happy to gather further information from members to support the H course and the future of high 
quality music education and extension in the ACT  schools and tertiary settings. 

 

Naida Blackley 

President, ACT Music Educators Network, 2019 
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